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Tutak Tutak Tutiya is an Indian romantic comedy film directed by Vijay Krishna Acharya. Produced by Balaji Mohan
and Sun Pictures, the film co-stars Tamannaah in her Tamil film debut, Aadukalam Naren in the lead role, and Jassy

Acharia in a pivotal role. The official Hindi version was released on 8 October 2012 in 3D. The film's sets and
costumes were designed by Goel and Kunal Khemu, and cinematography by K. Ramakrishnan. Airtel chff plus offer
is very good. Airtel chff plus apk download direct from apkpure. Airtel offr is best choice of user. Saat kare to ehk
maren na gamaya In Tamil, it is titled as Tutak Tutak Tutiya and in Telugu as Maayaderukudu. The Hindi dubbed
version, Tutak Tutak Tutiya, was released on 8 October 2012. The film opened to positive reviews. The Times of
India gave the film 4.5 stars out of 5. The reviewer labelled Tutak Tutak Tutiya as a "witty, romantic comedy in...

Producer Sonu Sood, who has proven his mettle with films like Thuppaththi Vasantham, PA Inba Innbayan and
Tutak Tutak Tutiya, is back with another home production. The Tamil superstar couple of sonu and tamannaah, is
starring together in their maiden venture as a producers in Tutak Tutak Tutiya. The film is directed by AL Vijay,

who has made his debut in Tamil, Telugu and Hindi films. The actor-turned-producer plays the lead role in the film.
Tutak Tutak Tutiya has a modern girl at the helm, who is very appealing in her way. Tutak Tutak Tutiya, a film

directed by AL Vijay and produced by actor Sonu Sood, made its theatrical release on Nov. 23, 2014. The film is a
full-length presentation of Sonu Sood and Tamannaah. 5ec8ef588b
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